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Montessori School ZaHRAda is a community primary school founded by parents (associated in the 

Hnízdo association) in 2015. 

87 pupils are educated in mixed age classes (three-years-group) in accordance with the Montessori 

pedagogical concept - we have 2 parallel classes 1st three-year (6-9 years old children), one class 2nd 

three-year (9-12 years old children), one class 3rd three-year (12-16 years old children) and one 

experimental class, which is involved in the experimental verification of combined education (part of 

the week are educated at school and partly online). 

Already the basic characteristics, resp. the school's vision is in accordance with European values and 

the principles of ESC: 

- Community: it is important that we know each other and have good relations. We try to keep relation 

with all involved families and they keep their influence. 

- Inclusive: we are open to all without distinction - with different special-educational needs, disabilities, 

with language barrier, geographical, social or economic barriers; we try to take into account the 

individual needs of each individually. 

- International: we open up to Europe and the world, to other cultures, languages, costumes, people. 

- Montessori: the basic pedagogical approach is the Montessori concept 

- We give children respect for people and nature. 

- We build a culture of care, trust and respect. 

- We support the development of children's individuality. 

The presence of volunteers at the ZaHRAda school has a 4-years tradition (since 2018) and fits perfectly 

into the vision of our school. Especially in the field of inclusion and the international dimension. We 

strive to prepare our students for an ever-changing society with core values of inclusion, respect and 

support in diversity (it's great that volunteers show us new challenges in communication with them; 

brings cultural and personality differences that we teach students to work with and appreciate). These 

values can also be interesting for volunteers. We allow them to experience this inclusive community 

environment where they can develop themselves and help those who need more individual support 

(eg pupils with special educational needs, with a disability, etc.). 

We perceive the school as a learning community, where not only students but also pedagogical guides, 

parents and all members of the school community learn together. Thanks to the prepared Montessori 

environment (which we are still developing), the possibility of completing various courses and 

excursions to other schools and organizations (along with other school guides) can help to volunteeres 

educate and develop with us, including online methods. 

Thanks to the longterm work of volunteers, the teaching staff gets used to lead some meetings and 

supervision events in English (or with translation) so that volunteers can be involved, engaged in 

discussions and influence the school environment directly. 

http://www.skolazahrada.cz/


In accordance with the overall setting of Montessori principles in the school (when we focus on current 

individual developmental needs) and at the same time the principles of the ESC, we try to respect the 

individual needs, beliefs and expectations of volunteers. 

First we try to help them adapt to the new environment. They have several weeks to settle in and get 

to know the environment (school, three-years groups, school community, but overall the environment 

of the town of Tišnov and the region). During this period, the volunteers intensively work with the 

coordinator of the ESC project (with which they solve all administrative, practicall but also overall 

acclimatization), school supervisors, mentors and eventually other couches and helpers. In the school, 

there is a contact person from the management - the supervisor who deals with their activities and 

organizes them within the school activities, school groups. 

 

 

In the beginning, we allow volunteers to spend a few days in each of the three-years group and in the 

school club and group to just observe and get to know their functioning. We do activities that help 

volunteers with acclimatization, by getting to know the members of the school community, we invite 

them to events and leisure activities. 

Based on the experience from this introductory period, the volunteers can adjust their expectations 

from their own effect. We talk about how they would like to get involved within the school, where 

they perceive their strengths that they would like to develop. 

We try to find the intersection between the needs and interests of volunteers and the needs of the 

school. The result is an agreement on the work of each volunteer, within which it is given, in what place 

(in which class, group, club), when (which days, what time) and what she/he should do (but the content 

is more flexible and depends on the individual needs and interests of the volunteer, pupils and also by 

agreement with a guide). This agreement is drawn up in cooperation with the volunteer, the volunteer 

coordinator and supervisor. Part of the agreement is that volunteers are not in situations where they 

would be alone with the students, she/he is always present with the guide and the volunteer's activities 

are adapted to his/her abilities, interests and nature (he/she can bring various offers of activities, in 

which pupils can participate - sports, artistic, language, thematic according to the interests of the 

volunteers themselves and children). Every week we give volunteers enough space to reflect on 

completed activities, record and an assessment of what the activity brought (most often with a guide 

who was present at the activity). Based on that, they plan and prepare activities for the next period. 

We perceive the only presence of volunteers in the Montessori ZaHRAda primary school as the most 

important. We believe that the children are exposed to foreign volunteers (as bearers of other socio-

cultural aspects and language challenges) and the need to communicate with and relate to them is 

crucial in their learning process. We believe that in the natural coexistence in everyday situations we 

are able to learn the most from each other. We feel that the volunteer is able after some time in a 

stable team to establish deeper relationships and there is greater mutual enrichment. We would 

therefore like to start by giving the volunteer the opportunity to get along with a new team (children 

and guides), to establish a deeper contact and know each other's needs and interests. The volunteer 

spends time partly with the class during the morning school and partly the afternoon within the school 

group/club (accordingly in which of the three-year-groups operates) by mutual agreement. Typically, 

one day a week at school is focused on outdoor learning (either in nature or on excursions in various 

institutions - galleries, museums, libraries, scientific institutes, exhibitions, teaching programs, 

expeditions) in which the volunteer can also participate.  



 

 

The volunteer will complement and diversify the life of the school, but she/he will never be alone with 

the children, responsibility for the children and the children learning process is always borne by one of 

the guides. There are always at least 1 guide in the class (there are usually 2 guides in the class so that 

they can better respond to children's needs). The role of the volunteer can thus be characterized as 

something between the role of an assistant or an elder classmate (which component predominates 

depends on the situation and the nature of each volunteer). On weekdays, the volunteer will attend 

school for an average of 6 hours a day (at a time and place by mutual agreement). She/He can take 

part in a standard class and work program in various fields (not only foreign languages, but also art 

teaching, physical education, mathematics and the so-called LUSK, which is an integrated subject of 

natural and social sciences).  

Participating in individual activities naturally brings the need to communicate in a foreign language. At 

the same time the active involvement and the enthusiasm of volunteers also encourage children to 

take an active part. Within the school group/club, volunteers can implement various ideas and projects 

(almost anything according to their interests and skills that meet the interests of children). The other 

members of the team will support them in the implementation of their ideas and will provide them 

sufficient time and material support.  

Volunteers can also participate in the preparation and implementation of various events (adaptation 

stays, expeditions, outdoor learning, thematic events, festivities, community events for parents, 

children, the local community, students of the high school). They can attend during the summer 

holidays camps (residential and daily), care for school facilities and assist at the preparation of new 

school year (eg. processing photographs, preparing materials and, of course, taking their vacation.  

Volunteers have the opportunity to participate in training preparations and team meetings, which are, 

if necessary, at least partially led in English are interpreted. Volunteers thus have the opportunity to 

look behind the scenes of teaching and management of our school. Volunteers can participate in 

various self-development and educational seminars according to their interests, at practical workshops 

and or even lead workshops and follow professional developpement. They are supported to spread 

awareness of their culture, of European values through meeting and sharing not only with members 

of the community, but also with the wider community or general public.  

The agreement regarding the specific scope of work of the volunteer will reflect individualy the needs 

and preferences of the volunteer and school opportunities. Our experience has shown that volunteers 

do not want to spend long periods of time with just one class team (or department or school club 

department), but at the same time it is not good to change activities on a daily basis (these frequent 

changes like neither children nor volunteers). We are therefore trying to find a compromise and we 

are agreeing on which class (age group) and activities are most interesting for the volunteer, so that 

she/he can try as many things as possible and visit all the three-years-groups she/he is interested in. 

We are always interested in her/his interests, needs and we try to connect with school opportunities.  

 


